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CHOOSING THE RIGHT PRODUCT.
In an industry where labour costs are 
a major concern, it is imperative to 
ensure the most cost effective products 
are used. Choosing the right product 
involves careful consideration of the 
type of floor, traffic density and the 
cleaning system in operation and also 
the impact on the environment. Safety 
Direct Egypt understands these complex 
requirements and has produced this 
guide to help customers eliminate 
guess work and to choose the product 
right for the job, avoid wasted time and 
thereby reduce maintenance costs and 
the impact on the environment.

FLOOR CARE INTRODUCTION

THE FIRST IMPRESSION.
The first and lasting impression that a 
visitor, customer or employee receives 
on entering a building is the state and 
condition of the floor. An attractive, well 
maintained floor immediately provides 
a favourable impression which reflects 
well on the company and owners of 
the building. Well maintained floors are 
clean floors but, most importantly, are 
also attractive, hygienic and safe.

SAFETY DIRECT EGYPT.
Is providing a NEW high tech floor care products. Which is a new elite range of 
grinding, polishing and floor care products for export.

FLOORS ARE A BIG INVESTMENT.
A large proportion of dirt entering a 
building is carried in on footwear and if 
the floors are not correctly maintained 
they can suffer damage and need to 
be replaced far earlier than otherwise 
required, consequently incurring 
considerable, unnecessary expense.

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS & GENERAL ADVICE

• Always position caution signs when stripping, sealing, polishing, 
 maintaining or cleaning a floor or carpet.
• Always read, understand and adhere to label instructions on the container.
• Always wear protective safety wear when recommended. 
• Always ensure adequate ventilation when using chemicals.
• Always check the cable, plug and machine for loose parts and damage 
 before commencing work always adjust the floor machine handle 
 to a safe, comfortable working height.
• Always ensure machinery is unplugged when emptying the tank, 
 wiping the cable or cleaning the machine after work is completed.
• Always replace cap on container and never leave any chemicals 
 unattended, especially where children can reach them.

HELP & ASSISTANCE.
Safety Direct Egypt produced this information to help users of our products to attain 
the best possible results. We realise there are various situations and circumstances 
that determine which products are the most suitable and we hope this guide is of 
benefit to you and helps you choose the correct product, method and system. If you 
require any further assistance contact one of our sales representatives. 



GRINDING STONES.
For marble, calcite and granite, 
grinding to level and flatten the surface.
Set of 3: Magnesium oxide-
silicon carbide. 
Grades available: 24-36-46-60-120-
180-220-240-320- 400-600-800-
1200-1500
Use: For Traditional machines only

DIAMOND STONES.
For marble and calcite surfaces, 
achieves faster results.
Magnesium oxide - silicon carbide.
Grades 60-120-220-320-400-
800-1000-2000
Use: for single disc machines.

CONCRETE GRINDING & 
POLISHING STONES
Especially designed for easy grinding 
and polishing of concrete surfaces.
Magnesium round - closed stones.
Grades: 24/36/46/60/120/220/
320/400/800/1200
Use: Traditional & Single disc machines.

NEW NANO SILVER POLISHING 
STONES
Nano silver polishing stones provides an 
extremely durable long-¬lasting floor fin-
ish.
Nano silver particles penetrate and seal 
deep into the surface, creating a thin, 
high‐performance molecular bond that 
resists marks and scuffs, wear patterns 
and UV degradation.
Nano silver provides a strong barrier 
against stains, wear and tear, maintains 
a high gloss look and eliminates 
completely the need for frequent 
stripping and waxing.
USE: for traditional-single disc machines.

MACHINE GRINDING STONES

POLISHING STONES (FIVE EXTRA) 
For marble and calcite surfaces, 
achieves faster results.
Tin metal-Tin Oxide- Teflon.
For a deep shine.
Use: Traditional & Single 
disc machines.

NEW LITHIUM POLISHING 
STONES 
For marble and calcite surfaces.
The latest technology in polishing, 
Anti-scratch & Anti-oxidant 
Longer lasting Ultra-deep shine.
Use: Traditional & Single 
disc machines.



Granite polishing powder. 
Is a natural abrasive powder to restore your 
polished granite to its like new shine. This 
powder is ideal for the final step in the 
restoration process or ongoing maintenance. 
Available for both light and dark coloured 
granite to keep your floors looking 
their best. USE: for traditional machine only.

NEW Lithium- Chromium polishing powder.
A new technology for marble and calcite 
surfaces offering an Anti-scratch and 
anti-oxidant surface, along with an 
ultra-shine. Reducing continues 
maintenance programs offering 
a longer lasting shine.
USE: for traditional-single disc machines.

Marble & Granite polishing powders.

MARBLE & GRANITE POLISHING POWDERS

Gold polishing powder.
A superior quality for all kinds 
of marble and calcite surfaces.
USE: for traditional-single disc machines.

Titanium white polishing powder.
For all types especially for soft 
types of marble and calcite surfaces
USE: for traditional-single disc machines.

Yellow polishing powders + extra fine.
Cost effective product for regular 
maintenance, Deep shine for all kinds 
of marble and calcite surfaces.
USE: for traditional-single disc machines
Available Big grains and fine powder form.

Blue Vigratto polishing powder.
Designed especially for polishing large 
sized areas easy quickly offering 
an ultra-shine.
USE: for single disc machines only.

Teflon-Tin polishing powder.
One of the best polishing powders in the 
world, offers an Antislip surface 
(dry conditions) along with an ultra-shine, it is 
especially designed for coloured 
marble and calcite surfaces.
USE: for traditional-single disc machines.

Nano Silver Polishing powder.
Nano silver polishing powder provides an 
extremely durable long-¬lasting floor finish.
Nano silver particles penetrate and seal deep 
into the surface, creating a thin, high 
performance molecular bond that resists 
marks and scuffs, wear patterns 
and UV degradation.
Nano silver provides a strong barrier against 
stains, wear and tear, maintains a high gloss 
look and eliminates completely the need 
for frequent stripping and waxing.
USE: for traditional-single disc machines.



Nano metal polish
Specially formulated non-scratching paste 
for polishing virtually all kinds of metal with 
ease, it does not require elbow grease to 
accomplish a high shine. No ammonia or 
hydrocarbons contents. Safe to use to polish 
all metal tableware. Offers a reduction in 
oxidization of the metals 
for a longer lasting shine.
Use: Polished by hand or single 
disc machine.

ABRASIVE PASTES AND PRODUCTS

Abrasive grains-paste.
Specially formulated silicon carbide grains 
for cleaning polishing of Ceramic, 
concrete, epoxy-painted floors.
Grades:  60-120-220-320-400-800-1000.
Use: single disc machines

Wet look polishing liquid.
High gloss liquid polish, especially 
designed for places where 
traditional and single disc machines cannot 
reach, can be used on marble, granite and 
calcite surfaces.
Counter tops, steps, small corners.
Use: hand held polishing machine.

Vinyl Abrasive paste.
Especially designed for grinding and 
polishing of vinyl surfaces replenishing and 
revitalizing the surface and offering an 
antibacterial finish.
(3 grades available) V1 -V2 –V Polish. 
Use: single disc machine.

Detergent silicon wash- stannous crystals.
A specially formulated product characterized 
as an anti-oxidant and bacteria, it 
prevents humidity and composition of salts 
on all types of surfaces. This product 
is for daily use.
Use: Diluted with water, used by hand 
or with single disc machine.

Detergent silicon wash- Anti-salt
A specially designed for the cleaning and 
removal of salts within the surface. This 
product can be used daily and offers 
a shine with a lemon scent.
Use: Diluted with water, used by hand 
or with single disc machine.

Coconut Oil Wax.
High gloss protective coating, Non toxic 
very easy to use and low maintenance, 
offering a anti-oxidant surface along with 
anti-salt reduction. Can be used on all 
types of floors
Use: Polished by hand or single 
disc machine.


